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CALIFORNIA: THE STATE AND
ITS EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

he -fact is that one of every- nine Americans is a
Californian ...It vould take_ the population _of 60
Alaskas _to _make ne _California. .The _1982 popula-
tion_ of .24;628;000 will _move ta around 30 million

by the year 2000; If California were a nation, it would be
one of the_ten mak_ PoWeiftil in the Warld On alinaSt any
measure. Our population now lives mostly in-the East of
the country:- 50% in the Eastern Time Zone, 30% in_ Cen7
tral,- only 5% in-Mountain, and 14% in Western, almost
all of-that being California.

With the_ current uncertainties about Texas; and given
the fact that_ in-migration_ ta that state virtually_halted at
the end of 1985 due to the state's overwhelming depen,
dence on world oil prices,_ California, with its diversified
economy and poptilation; looks like the state to watch in
teims of overall growth. It already represents in human
terms what New York did at the turn of the Centurythe
point af entry for millions who_immigrate tothe U.S .. Two-
thirds of _the worlds-immigration-is-10 the .U.S;, which
means that California _is now_accenting almost one-Third
of the world's immigration, and immigration rates are on
the increase. Of course, Texas is still admitting_ immi-
grants in large numbers; as! is Florida; _but the largest
number and the greatest Cultural diversity will continue
to come to California.

As Asian nations continue on their-paths to economic
and --social- -development,- California__becomes a natural
linkage point for Asiartand_South _American_ nations just
as New York _was _in the 20!s for .Europe.. The only differ-
ence is that when Europeans were migratir4 to New_York,
that_was the only sourceafparmilation increaseXalifOrnia
is setting both immigration-from Asia and South Atherica
AND from Indiana -and Michigan. Nation:building was
the -theme-for-almost everyone immigrating to New York
in- the-1920's (from Europe);_it_seems unlikely _that most
Americans moving_from _Indiana and _Michigan to Califor-
nia are_ doing so to .build . a _new nation.. Indeed; certain
U.S. citizens moving to California may represent more of
a cultural clash than_ some folk moving there from Asia:or
South AMerica. It is our tolerance for diversity which
allows us to_ tap the energies of each new group coming
to America to seek a better life, and California does this
well.

To get some sense of the size and diversity of the state,
let's take a look at the 1980 Census numbers for California,
realizing that some of these will be changed in the Census
update for 1985:

CALIFORNIA PROFILE

1980 POPULATION:
BLACK POPULATION:

PERCENT BLACK:
HISPANIC POPULATION:

PERCENT HISPANIC:
FOREIGN BORN:

PERCENT OVER 65:
PERCENT UNDER 18:

MEDIAN AGE:
WOMEN IN-LABDR_FORCE:

COLLEGE GRADUATES:
MARR1ELCOUPLE HOUSEHOLDS:

OWNEROCCUPIED HOUSING:
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME:

HOUSING VALUE:

1st (23,667,M)
2nd (1,8191,90)
21st (7.7%)
I st (4,544,000)
3rd (19.2%)
1st (1_5A%)
34th (10.2%)
43rd (27%)
22nd (29.9 Years)
13th (52.4%)
8th (19.6%)
49th (55.2%)
48th (55.9%)
10th ($18,243)
2nd ($98,700)

This table gives us some picture of the ethnic and socio-
economic diversity of California. It is the quintessential
Baby-Booin statevery few old and very few young. This
means that more workers will be moving into their peak
earning years in the next decade; a positive factor in terms
of taxes and purchasing power, particularly if the Califor-
nia ecanomy can generate the promotions and new jobs
that will be needed. It Is_ also easy to see that the Baby
Boomer Californians are delaying long-term commitments
to marriase and family, as seen in the small-percentage of
married-couple_ households and owner-occupied _hous-
ing. An educated guess would be that California has more
"singles," age 30-40; than any other state. This also helps
to explain the very low birth rate in California-7-if it were
not for immigration (from other countries) and in-migra7
tion (from other states), the California population would
actually be decreasing. Fifteen percent of California's
population was born in another country while 55% was
born in another state.
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The increase in youth entering the early grades of school
in 1986 reflects a small ifiereaSe in Baby Boomer births
(the so-called Yuppie Puppies), but mainly an increase in
high fertility immigrant groups in the state. (The birth rate
for whites in the U.S. is now 1.7 children per female, the
Hispanic is 2;8. During the Baby Boom, white birth rates
went to 3.5 children per female; The problem is a major
drop in White fertility; characteristic of California; the
U.S., as well as all Western nations---Vest Germany is
now beiow 1.3. YOu need 2.1 children just to stay even,)

There are two milliOrt children Under the age of five in
adifornia. A majority of them are non-white, and live in
the southern half of the state, where Los Angeles is cur=
ready hiring 2;500 new teachers. The Southern California
Gas:Companythe nation's largestcan tell you how to
hook upa gas stove in Chinese, (either Mandarin or Can-
toneSe) SpaniSh, Kbrean, Vietnamese and English; all in
their 13 Million person service area! Only fifteen percent
of Los Angeles school children are caucasian.

Hoiltehold incOme is very hfgh considering the diver-
sity of the population. This income level has been created
by several factors, particularly the large number of *diner'
in the_workforce (and two incomes are almost mandatory
for a middle-class lifestyle these days), the small numbtr
of older people who no longer work; as well as the very
largenumber of People who have directly benefitted from
a coller;e degree.

Uni. ke Ceileiradci, the #1 State in terms of the percentage
of population with a college degree, a large number of
degree-holders in California tamed their degrees in their
own state; Colorado is _a "net gain" state, in that a large
number of their degree-holders earned their degrees in
Indiana or Ohio and then mo4ed to BoulderOhio pays
the bill forthe education; and Colorado gets the benefit;
In CalifOrnia; a large percentage of the adults with degrees
are-graduates of the unusually well-developed California
system of higher education. Only 6 to 7% of high school
graduates in California go out of the state to study
almost 40% do in New Jersey and_Connecticut.

In terms of U.S. citizens moving to California, the data
from 1975-1980 provide a striking demonstration of the
"minority majority" soon to come in the California pop-
ulation:

CALIFORNIA MIGFMTION 1975-1980
ALL_ KCITE HISPANIC BLACK

IN: 2,898,992 2,010,327 545,906 197,541
afir: 1,782,831 1,565,038 139;357 100;188
NET 1;116,161 445,289 406,549 97;353

_ Some aspects of this chart are very interesting. First,
for even 10 whites whtimove to California about B whites
leave. For every 10 Hispanics who move in, only 2;5
leave, and for every 10 blacks who move in, 5 move on.
The state's future is compostd of those who stay, a group
remarkably non-white, youriser than the white population
and much more likely to have children. While the average

U.S. white is 31 years old, the average_black is 25, the
average Hispanic is 22; Birth rates naturally increase the
most for the youngest population with the largest number
of females in the peak child-producing years.

While 445;289 WhiteS Were _the additionto Cali-
fornia during this five-year perk:4i 503,902 minorities were
added. Add to this the current ChiCand fertility rate Of 2.9
children per female and the white birth rate of 1.7 Children
perfemale and_the future becomes even-clearer, both with
in-migration and fertility; Note that _this table includes
orily data on U.S. citizens._ If one were to add resident
Asian-Americans_ (avery rapid increase from 3 million in
1980 to 5 million in 1985; predicted at _10 million hy 2000)
and recent legal immigration, the numberS Would be even
more suggestive.

_Of the current U.S. Asian=American population of 5
million; 1/3; or 1.65 million,_live in California. In 1979, all
immigrants coming _to the ALS. were asked where they
intended to establish residence; with California the most
popular_ state (118;000), followed by New York (94400,
Texas (30,5201, Florida (26,887). New Jersey (26,465) and
Illinois (19,497). Of this entire pool oLU_.S. immigrants in
1979, 13.2% were froth EWA*, 41.1% frtirri Asia, 41.9%
from_ Latin America, and only 2.8% front Africa; With
about 1% _"other."

In the cases of Latin America and Asia, the immigrants
are coming from a wider variety of nations; each with
distinct cultures. Here is the breakdown _for the U.S.
Asian-American population as of 1985; when their -total
numbers were estimated at 5 million but only 3.7 million
could be counted:

ASIAN-AMERICAN POPULATION 1985
CHINESE 806,000
FILIPINO 775,000

JAPANESE 701,000
ASIAN INDIAN 362,000

KOREAN 355,000
VIETNAMESE 262;000
HAWAIIANS 167;000

SAMOANS 42;000
GUAMIANS 32,000

It should be clear that these nations do nOt necesSarily
enjoy close cultural bonds with each other, and resent
being lumped tagetheras "Asians." Similarly, Puerto
Ricans, 50% of all Hispanic immigrants to_the U.S. in the
1950's, are only 3% todayi_ while Mexicans are 41% of
Hispanic immigration and CubanS are 20%. The rest are
spread across 16 Latin Americannations, including Equa-
dor, Dominican Republic, Columbia, Argentina, and more
recently Nicuagua and El Salvador. Thete nationS are
also not grateful for the label "Hispanic" for the same
reasons;

One other point needs to be made about the Asian-
Atherican population. According to a Census report on



income by state; the California median family income
looked like this ;n 1983:

CALIFORNIA MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME 1983
JAPANESE $27,388

CHINESE 24,409
ASIAN INDIANS 23,722

FILJPINO 23;586
WHITE 22;754

KOREAN 20;713
HISPANICS(ALL) 16;087

BLACK 14,887
VIETNAMESE 11,852

We are not usixl to thinking about minority groups that
make this much money! There are several answersAsiar-
Americans average three workers per family, about 113 of
them have a college degree, etc. Even so, Asian-Amer-
icans have clearly learned a lessoLihard work pays off
in America. Hispanics and blacks also work hard; but
they have not yet learned to use education as effectively
as have most Asian-Americar s.

ot included in our cF art are the illegal immigrants
tc, California. The 1980 Census counted two mil-
lion illegal immigrants, about half from-Mexico.
The uncounted illegals can. be more accurately

estimated now than in the _1980 Census; when estimates
ranged up to 10 million. There are between 3.5 and 4
million illegals in the U.S. today, according to American
Demographics, March, 1986. Three-fourths of the illegals
live in 12 metro areas, six of which are in California, and
only two of which (San Francisco-Oakland and San Jose)
are in the Northern half of _the state. Adding the 4 million
illegals to the legal total of 14 million gives us a _current
total of 18 million immigrants in the U.S. Although there
is some disagreement on whether illegals take jobs away
from U.S. citizens, the overwhelming evidence in 1986
suggests that this does not happen. Illegals generally con-
tribute more to the economy than they take away. The
only _exception is that theirchildren must be educated in
America's public schools; creating a major financial drain
on the California, Texas and Florida public schools: The
number of illegals who "convert" is not known.

In terms of cnme, the state does very well, being 6thin
murder rate (14.3 per 100,000 population), 3rd in rape (58.2
get 100,000) and 4th in robbery (384 robbtries per 100,(00G).
California's big cities have a far higher crime rate than the
state's average, as the table below showing California's 4
largest cities compared to the rest of the 25 largest cities
in 1980, will indicate:

CRIME RATE PER 100,000
MURDER RAPE ROBBERY

LOS ANGELES 7th (34.2) 9th (953) 9th (868.3)
SAN FRANCISCO 17th (16.3) 5th (1126) 8th (1116.5)
SAN DIEGO 23rd (11.8) 24th (41.4) 20th (3413)
SAN JOSE 25th (9.9) 15th (76.3) 24th (272.9)

While the state had a murder rate of 14:3 per 100,000
people; Los Angeles had a rate of 34:2: (St: Louis is now
the #1 city for murder; _edging DLit both Cleveland and
Detroit.) The state had 384 robberies on average while
San Francisco had 1116 per 100,000. (One could infer that
virtually everyone in San Francisco makes enough money
to make them worth robbing. Criminals are not stupid.)

Particularly interesting is that the state has a very high
crime rate, but a very low rate of prisoners pe. 100,000
population. California ranks 26th in prisoners at 107 per
100,000, compared to North Carolina's #1 score of 256
and New Hampshire's low of 39. The answer to the dis-
crepancy is a mysterythe_ state ranks 6th, 3rd and 4th
on the threemajor crimes, yet is 26th on prisoners: It may
be sheer size ,although the rank is low; California -.ad
27;792 prisoners in 1981; and that's a lot of jail space:
Why shotAld California be high on crime and low on pris-
oners while North Carolina is low on crime and #1 On
prisoners?

At a mo :. minor criminal level; the state ranks 5th on
the percentage:of drivers whodrive over55 m.p.h. (61%
of: California drivers :do, while only 27% of Maryland
drivers do. Apparently police watch us from airplanes
even when they don't arrest us, and the numbers are quite
reliable.) Even with ail this speeding, California drops to
19th in_traffic fatalities per mile, due largely to_the excel-
lent highway safety engineering in the state: It may also
be that when gridlock happens on the freeway and nothing
with four wheels is moving; it's pretty safe in the car.

As one measure of public citizenship, California ranks
44th in the percentageof voters who actually votedin the
1980 and '84 national elections; averaging 53% of Califor-
nia eligible voters who zictually went to the polls. Given
the high income and high ievels of education inithe state,
plus relative ease of transportation to the polls, this is
somewhat surpriFMg. It may be that Californians aren't
that concerned about national poiitics, or there may be
other explanations.

Turning to other issues, the state ranks 5th in abortions
per 1,000 live births. For every 1,000 births in California
there were 515 abortions. New York leads in this category
with 666 abortions per every 1,000 live births; while Mis-
sissippi has 96 abortions per 1;000 births: The demo-
graphic consequences of this variation are striking indeed:
Regardless of the ethical issues surroundmg abortion; it
is clear that in Mississippi a large number of children are
born "at risk"in poverty, or to teen-age mothers or out
of wedlock. A large number of these children will be
dependent on state and federal support for most of their
lives; drawing money away from other_ state purposes.
The economy of California would be much different if it
had the Mississippi ratios; however, we have here at least
part_ of the answer to California's very low birth rate,
particularly for whites.

Divorce rates in California are also highthe state ranks
7th, with 615 divorces per every 1,000 marriages. One of
the reasons the figure is so much above the national norm
of 490divorces is that there are so many Baby Boomers
in California:

3
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The statZs irate of venereal difease is also high-7th
for syphilis (19.6 cases per 100,000 population), and 13th
for gonorrhea (554.7 cases). San Francisco is #1 in syphilis
at 153.2 cases per 100,000, and #2 in gonorrhea, a much
less serious disease, at 2,810 cases. Atlanta leads in gon-
orrhea with an astonishing 3;114 cases per 100;000; and is
second to San Francisco in syphilis with 138: Other Cal-
ifornia major_cities are much lower on gonorrheaLos
Angeles has 739 and San Diego 400 to San Francisco's
2.810. Data on other social diseases liK. AIDS are not
contained in the 1980 Census, but it would appear that
California's case rates for AIDS would also be among the
highest in the nation. There are important policy impli-
cations behind data like this, but many state leaders would
rather talk about the good things and hope that social
diseases will go away.

nother clue to these high rates of social diseases
is the fact that California is the most "citified" of
states-95% of its population live_in its 21 met-
opolitan areas. The largest is, of course, Los

AngelesLong BeachAnaheim; 7,5 million in the 1980
Census; second only to New York metro witn 9:1 million
Santa Cruz was the fast-growing metro area in the 70's
with a 52 percent growth rate, while San_Francisco was
the slowest of the 21 metro areas with a 5% growth rate
during the 70's. One way of thinking about urban density
is to look at commuter airline schedulesalthough East-
erners think New York-Washington is the most frequent
link; and Californians assume it's San Francis-;:o-Los
Angeles; they are both wrong: In December; 1980, the
most frequently flown route in the U.S. was Dallas
Houston, with 3,462 flights.

The economy of the state is remarkably diverse, allow7
ittg it to ride through recessions that seriously injured
states like Michigan, and through rapid fluctuations in oil
and gas prices, which _have brought growth in Oklahoma
and Texas almost to a standstill in 1986. This diversity
holds for both occupational categories (what workers do)
and industrial categories (what companies and organiza-
tions produce). The industrial distribution is remarkably
consistent am:As the categories, with no major weak-
nesses. In the following distribution, 100 represents the
national average in 1980 for that category of industry:

CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY, 1980

Agriculture. Forestry,
Fishing, Mining

f

Construction 97

Manufacturing 91 V. 4 /h
Transportation, Communications 97 Wi
Retail and WholesaleTrade 102

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 118

Business, Repair, Personal Services 123

Professional Services 99

Public Administration 96 V 4

100
National Average

Not even New York State can compete with that
remarkably high level of consistency. it is the major rea-
son for the state's great economic stability even when the
U.S. economy looks like 4.8 on the Richter Scale, When
California's $14 billion ,-.gricultural economy is in diffi-
culty; it is balanced by its $28 billion defense contract
economy. This is not to say that the state is free of eco-
nomic worries:only that in times of trouble you are better
off with a lot of arrows in your quiver than with just one
or two.

The workforce is equally diversified:

Managerial; Professional Administrative

Technical; Sales; Administrative Support

Service

Farming, FOreStry, Fishing

Craft, Operative, Production 89

100
National Average

A word needs to be said about California as the "high
tech" center of the U.S. Although the definition is some-
what tricky; California has 22% of the nation's publicly-
owned high tech corporations, while35%_are in the North-
east, the largest regional concentration. There are impor-
tant differences between Silicon Valley high tech and that
of Route 128 in Boston. Silicon Valley is more involved
in manufacturing (205,000 jobs compared to 152,000 on
Route _128). But interestingly enough, the number of jobs
in programming and software development in Bc ston is
much higher,25,000 compared to 6;000 in Silicon Valley;
As high tech manufacturing becomesmore automated (the
Apple "Mac" plant in Fremont, California, is a good
examplea computer comes off the line every 14 seconds
with fewer than 100 workers on the line), jobless growth
will be the result in high tech manufacturing .just as in
autos and farming.

There are also some parallels between the two areas
in both cases; a first-class university eng:neering school
was at the core: Stanford_ and MIT._ Although venture
capital seems to ooze out oflhe ground in both sites, both
as-e plagued with very high housing costs, in Santa Clara
as well as Lexington, Mass. It is a transient field,_ with
many workers changing job titles three or more times
every year. High tech companies have very high divorce
rates on both coasts: In Boston; high tech simply rebuilt
the previous manufacturing enterprises; sometimes even
locating in old mill plants,_while in Santa Clara there was
nothing there to rebuild. This may be part of the almost
religious fervor with which Californians spea.k of high
tech, while Bostonians see it asjust one more among many
things that comprise their culture.

As_long as companies like_ IBM; Bell Labs and GE
concentrate in placcs like New Jersey; New York and
Massachusetts;_ and virtually every state has at least one
major center & high:technology, we_will again be better
off through differentiation and pluralism. It is interesting
that the Japanese, known as the "Big Dragon," as well
as the "Little Dragons" of Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea



and Singapore, who are so good at so much of high tech-
nology, have not been able to develop their own "Silicon
Valley-128." Even the direct imitation of Silicon Valley
by Taiwan's lisinchu_Industlial _Parks, lacmed 70 kilome-
ters fromTaipei, as well as the-Science Park in Singapore,
are not very good at the entrepreneurship of ideas.

One of the reasons for the American's success in this
venture is that universities and corporations can coilab=
orate with little government interference. In Japan and
the Pacific Rim "Little Dragons," little is done without
the government, which can be very useful in-production
innovations. However, new ideas of a more generic sort
often come from individuals _and small groups "fooling
arounean activity which few governments appreciate.
(Indeed, one of the major motivations of innovators may
be the desire to get _around governments.)

Having dealt with a few conditions affecting _this large
and complex state, let's look more directly at the educa-
tional system in California, beginning with thi; public
schools. To get a sense of the magnitude of the venture,
the following shows numbers enrolled in the schools through
time:r CALIFORNIA SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS:

1970 1982 NET U.S.

ALL 4;633,000 4,065,000 -12.3% -13.6%
GRADES 9-12 I ,402,000 1,264,000 -9.8% -6.2%
GRADES K-8 3,231,000 2,802,000 =13.3% -16.7%

ALL

9=12

K-8

1970 1982

hr, .4",

13.3%

9.8%

12:3%

1 million 2 4 5

iThesenumbers are large, and represent rapidly ncreas-
ing ethnic and cultural diversity as wellpublic school
students in California were only 273% minority in_1970
to 42.9% minority in 1980, a 15% increase in one decade;
The numbers_ also_ mask a major increase in pupils in the
early_elementary grades: Today; California's elementary
schools (tomorrow's college students can be found there
today) have a minority majority in the firSt three grades.
These children Will grow older (a simple but useful skill)
creating a minority majority in all public school enroll-
ments by 1990. This is because high school enrollments

will continue to klecline even as the heavily minority ele-
mentary school populations increase rapidly.

Although all of the 28 largest U.S. cities now_ have_ a
minority of whites, the data for Los Angeles is particularly
striking: non-Hispanic whites are only 15% of the early
elementary enrollment while Hispanics are 60%, blacks
are 16%, and Asians are about 4% as of Fall, 1985. Total
enrollment in the Los Angeles public schools is 547.233
for Fall '85, larger by far than the combined total enroll-
merits of the University of California (147,500 students in
1985) and the former state college system; now_
ifornia State University (325,000 students). By 1990, a
population as _large as the Los Angeles school system will
be added to the enrollment in California public schools.
It will be even more diverse ethnically than the current
school population.

The strategic problem the state eGnfronts is something
like this:

Quality in the public schools, as measured by
achievement tests,_ has been declining for more than a
decade, as has funding.

Although the data for drop-outs are not perfect, Cal-
ifornia ranks about 40th in retaining young people to high
school graduation: For a state that is 8th in college grad=
uates and very highin per capita income, the performance
is very bad. In 1976 about 76% of kids graduated from
high school, 68% did in 1981.

The rapid increase of half a million students in the
schools by 1990 contains a disproportionately large num-
ber who do not speak English, are below the poverty line;
and have physical and emotional handicaps. The state will
have_ to spend more and da better just _ta stay even.

California has the largest class sizes in_ the nation;
Lawering_the size of classes is the most expensive task
imaginable; =_

Recruiting teachers with the diversity of skills nec-
essary to teach_this very diverse and growing student boc.:y
will be very difficult, even with the high level of California
teacher salaries.

Senate Bill 813 and other education_mforms of 1982-
83 will tighten up curricula, attempt to reduce drop-outs;
and increase standards for admission to higher education.
Meaningful results of this action will take almost a decade
to appear._ _

_Additional moneys will flow toward the schools, but
the largest systems in California_ will find the increases
eaten up by expanding numbers of students to be served.

It is:very difficult to increase state_ranks during a time
when other states are also raising their levzls of educa-
tional effort.

The state seems committed to a Brooks Brothers
system of higher education for students prepared in Rob=
ert Hall schools.

The issues of _California higher education need to be
seen in this kind of a context. The tripartite system ef
higher education envisioned by the California Master Plan
in 1960 was a major development in American higher
education in terms of access and choice, as well as quality
and cost. Today, the three building blocks look like this:
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1. The _University of California; now 9 campuses rind
147,000_s_tudents is known throughout the_ world:

2. The CalifOthia State UniVersity educates 325;000 stu-
dents oh itS 19 CarriptiSeS.

3. The California Community C011egeS, _iroW educating
LI million students on-106 campuses, representa unique
resource,_ often imitated- by Other StMeS and seldom
appi eciated by Sacramento.

The genuis of the Plan_ was_the notion:that ability and
motivation would: be the major factors sought: by_the syz;-
ternthat race,: class, parent's education; sex;_even. age;
wOlild bediminished as predictors:of access and success
in the higher education system._ The dream remains a
viable-one, but after more than 20_years of the 1960 Plan
we must.look .at the reality as well. It is dear today that
race; socio-economic class, and a host Of other factors ate
all . of major . impc rtanc,i. in terms_ of who particjpates_ in
higher education, _and_at what level, One_of the things the
MaSter Plan did not foresee was. pointed _out: nicely_ by
David Saxon when-he left the Presidency of the University
of California in 1983:

By the eild of this Ce ,turyi California is likely to
motto the firkt State in the nation whose population
is made up predoMiiiantly of members of minority
groupg . . Intelligent seq;interest, the Weylike of
the nation _a-nd justii e all demand tkal we de, sOMe;
thing to make sure 'nal the young peopte of the Stale
are quak:ca jor an ,education at the Universily of
California.

With one little quibble (Hawaii has had a minority
majority for some years now), Saxon's comment is pres-
cient, to say the least. The Master Plan anticiPated neither
a decade of declining performance in California school§
nor a major change in the:composition Of sch0O1 poptild=
tions. What is now entering the early elementary school
years is a population that will require_additional effort just
to stay even_ with contemporary achievement levels. That
additional effort is clearly seen in Senate Bill 813: tight-
ening standards alone will solve nothing until all students
have anequal chance of accomplishihk theSe higher goals.
New organizations like the California AchieVernent Coun-
cil are beginning to make some major coritribtitioriS tO oUr
knowledge of how to do this:

In the author's previous work entitled All One System,
three key decision points were developed for the analysis
of the national educational system; and they will be applied
to CalifOrnia in this report. They are:
I. The percentage Of yOung 06016:Who graduate from

high school and become colregt eligible.
2. The number (arc percentage) of thoSe high school

graduates who choose to enter college at some level.
3. The number of those entering higher education whO

complete the programs they start; and those that trans-
fer to other institutions.

First, it is clear that California haS a serious problem
in retaining youth to hi& School graduation. The
ethnic and national diversity of the student body iS
only one part of the problem=students from dif-

ferent countries and backgrounds need individualized
attention more than most students, yet California has the
largest class size of any state in the nation: 24 students in
elementary school classes, 28 in high school Classes against
a national riverage of about 18 students. This is the rnost
irriliertarit single factor in the California equation.

Increased Student diversity clearly dernands smaller
ClaSSes, not bigger ones. It iS vey clear that student diver-
sity in California will be greater in the future. It is not
humanly possible to teach 30 students in auk claSS at any
au if the students speak four different langilageS not
including English: Such_classes exist now in CalifOrtia.
Even with the current class size, California is facing a
major teacher shc fise.

To reduce class size to the national average of 18 stu-
dentS, the nUrnber of new teachers in the state would have
tb be dciubled, from the California Commission on the
Teaching Profession's estimate of 85,000 tO about 160,000
new teachers by the end of thiS decade. The Cost Of any
such venture would be $4 billion dolla-S annually in teach=
ers' salaries alone (160,000 teachers at $25,000 a year).
Additional classroom construction for 160,000 new teach=
ers WOUld build toian incomprehensiblefigure.Xear-round
Schools arid double sessions are only band-aid solutions.

It iS agaihst thiS background that We shaold consider
the figures from the (eXtellent) Director's Report of the
California Postsecondary Education Commission for
December,,1985:

One quarter of California's ninth graders do not grad=
uate with their class. The drop-out rate for black and
Hispanic youth is 50% higher than for whites: The tracking
system in America's public schools ends up with a dis-
proportionate number of poor and minority students in
the non=academic tracks, and California is no exception.
Much more attention needs to be given to the nature Of
the "tracks" in public school curricula, as well as the
crucial importance of the junior high school experience,
as the Director's Report correctly observes.

On_ the:other hand, the Asian-American population
in the U.S. has been called a "model minority" in terms
of high school success, according io:a Population Refer-
ence Bureau report in October, 1985, indicating the fol-
lowing completion rates:

U.S. HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION RATES, 1984

Hispanic 60%

Japanese American

Chinese American

Filipino 1 91

Viet-American 76%

White 879

Black 74%

96%

4%

100%



1_ Because one third of all Asian-Americans live in Cali-
fornia,: these students represent a significant asseta
minority whose youth could be used as examples for oth-
ers. California needs to think of ways in which the moti7
vations and achievementsolthis portion of its-youth could
be_ transferred to others. Is it the generalized Asian con-
cern for youth success; and of the role__of education in
achieving personal goals? How do: Asian:families incul-
cate these values in their children? We need to know much
more: about this process, not only for Amencan minori-
ties, but also for whites, _as a majority of white California
children will be reared by a single parent by their 18th
birthday;

The single factor thatdistinguishes California's schools
is large schools and large -lasses, The only way to lower
class size is to hire more Leachers. With an expanding
elementary school population a great ethnic diversity;
more teachers will have to be hired just to "stay even"
in terms of class size. This analysis suggests that the most
likely consequence _of Senate Bill 813:will be: a gradual
increase in high school graduates capable of college work,
with_little_effect _on the graduation_ _rates of_ the _minority
and poor populations_ in the state: In Los Angeles Public
School3; total enrollment is _56,000 in tenth grade and
27,000 in_twelfth: grade!:TvTnty-two thousand Hispanics
are enrolled in 9th grade, but only 9,000 Hispanics are
enrolled in 12th g ade. Immigration may be swelling the
flgures somewhat for the earlier grades, but not by much.
Los Angeles enrolls 1/8th of California's 4 million public
school students. The situation has reached crisis propor-
tions.

One of the easiest and cheapest remedies is to increase
school attendanceif young people go to school every
day, their chances of d;opping out decline spectacularly.
An excellent paper on this topic, Increasing School Atten7
dance, wa-s published in February, 1986, by the National
School Safety Center in Sacramento. One of the-!`fringe
benefits" of sucbprograms is illustrated_ by the Rohnert
Park Stop and Cite programas truancy from school went
down, :daytime burglaries went down by 46%! The eco-
nomic benefits of school reform are many.

econd, California's ability to "convert" high school
students to college students is not great, and the
chances are that it will decline in the future. Cal-
ifornia is reflecting a major national trend in this

regardan increase in minority high school graduates
(because they are a rapidly increasing part of _the school
population), and a rapid decline_of the percentage of those
graduates who enter college_The chartio the right shows
percentage change in the U.S. from 1975 to 1982.

There is a major irony here. During these years, blacks
were making progress on the top of tbe job hierarchy. By
1980; they wer_e_4% of officials and managers, 4.3%_of
professionals, and 7% of Federal executives:Almost every
black person knows some black person who is a lawyer
today; Yet, at the very time the doors are opening slightly,
nunorities are turning away_ from the college education
that is indispensable in moving to the top of the occupa-
tional ladder. Is it because of declining certainties of stu-
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dent-financial aid? Because the rnilitary_has worked so
successfully on recruiting talented(college eligible) minority
high school_ graduates? Because the bright high school
graduate who goes to college loses four years of income
and goes into debt "from the top"? No one is certain, but
the California experience in this area reflects the national
trend in declining minority college enrollment reported by
The American Association of &ate Colleges and Univer-
sities in March, 1985.

The situation _is especially_ confounding because by 1980,
68% of working black male i_were classified as "middle
class" in income, and 12% were considered above middle-
dass income levels, amnding to the Rand Corporation's
Closing the Gap; published in February, 1986. Oneassumes
that middle-class minorities would certainly extol the vir-
tues of education, and would work hard to ensure their
children's success in school. In Los Angeles, 439,000 of
the city's 943,000 blacks live in the suburbs, another indi-
cator of middle-class membership: In Oakland; 104;000 of
263;0_00 blacks are middle class by residence. If this black
middle class is to perpetuate itself, its_children will have
to succeed in the educational system. It may be that mid-
dle-class people of any ethnic background cut back on
their birth rate.

In California, 13.2% of all public high school graduates
in 1983 were eligible for admission tuthe University-of
California; But only 3.6% of the black graduates were
eligible; and 4.9% of the Hispanic graduates were: Con-
versely,_ 26.9% of Asian graduates were admissable,_ a
very high rate indeed. These numbers are reflected in the
entering freshman class for October, 1985, at U.C. Berke-
ley, which was 26.9% Asian-Americans (largest number
10.8% Chinese),_ 10.6% Hispanic, 7.8% black, and 47.9%
white; indicating that the "minority majority" is already
presentin higher educationas well. My impressionis that
the Berkeley administration has worked very hard to
increase black and Hispanic enrollments, but there simply
are not enough coming out of the Public schools who are
qualified.
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The State University system is open ta the top 1/3 of
high school graduates.The increase in black and Hispanic
students in the State University was only proportional to
the decreased selectivity at admissions at this levelthere
was nc "net gain" in minority participation. Over half of
all Hispanic high school graduates in California had the
grades requiredlor admission to the State University, but
failed to take the tests necessary to assure their eligibility.
This suggests some major problems in _terms of guidance
and counselling in the high schools of California.

In 1983, 262,160 public and private high school gradu-
ates were produced_in California. Of these; 18323 attended
the University of California as regular or "special" admits;
23;250 were admitted to the State University._ 98;390
attended one of the 106 community colleges, while 8,914
attended private institutions of higher education. :Only
about 5% of these students went out of state for college,
which has been characteristic of California (and Texas)
for some years. It is vital to see that 84,000 of these high
school graduatesane-thirci----did not go on to any college
during the year after high school graduation:

Much of the burden resulting from this diversity is fall=
ing on the community colleges, which have had to admit
a larger number of poorly prepared students, while simul-
taneously being pushed to produce a higher number of
well-qualified graduates who will transfer _and feed the
University and State University ranks: Remediation is a
major endeavor at all three levels of the higher education
system; howorer, it is:clear that suCh efforts are concen-
trated in the Community Colleges. These insIitutions are
funded on a "per head" basis; unlike the University of
California and State University systems which have a
level of appropriation regardless of fluctuations in student
enrollment:

Given the fact that many advising and tutoring activities
do not even generate credit hours, the "coin of the rea/m"
in state funding formulae, and given *hat the Community
Co:leges will be forced to expend even more effort on
these activities in the future, they may need some extra
form of appropriation to allow_some_administrative sta-
bility; given the complexity of their task; (Some of their
students are exceptionally_sood,:ias good as any in the
system, some are of middle ability, and some_ of :their
students are not yet high school graduates, with basic
skills of writing and math still to be acquired.) Some
improvement in funding has appeared for 1986, but it does
not seem proportional to the enormous range of tasks the
state has asked them to perform.

At the University of California in 1979-80, about half of
all new freshmen were enrolled in remedial writing
coursesin all, 16% of all English_ course enrollthents
were remedial, and 9% of math enrollments were. At the
State University, 14% of math enrollments were remedial
andabout_840% of English enrollments were. Inthe Com-
munity Colleges; 45% of all English_ enrollments_ were
remedial;_and 57% of math enrollments were; There is no
reason to believe that since 1980 these figureshave dimin-
ished, and there is some evidence _that remediation is
taking more course registrations in 1936.

There seems to be a generalized "leveling down" of the
Hispanicstudents in California higher educationif they
are qualified for the University, they go to the_ State Uni-
versity, if tney are eligible for that, many go to Communit
College. Asian st7dents, on the other hand, "level up,"
in the sense that they seem to make sure that they enroll
at the highest order of institutions for which they are
eligible.Even older Asian students are making their way
of the Asian students in their thirties in community col-
leges in California; 94% did not graduate from a California
high school; Presumably most were recent immigrants;
and we know that of Asian immigrantsto the U.S., about
30% have already completed a college degree of some sort
before they_arrived in the U.S. They were "trading" their
degrees and knowledge by "leveling up" in our system to
the highest degree they could.

It would_seem that at the -point of entry to higher edu-
cation; many California students are led astray because
of doing the wrong things in high school; not being told of
entrance requirements; not taking the requisitc tests; etc;
Many students seem not to be aware of the mechanics of
transfer from one institution or level to another. These
things are relatively shnple and could be corrected without
large additions in funding. Information about the mechan7
ics of_higher education in California needs to be shared
more comprehensively with colleagues in California's public
schools;

Third, it is most important to analyze who gets through
the system with the approp: 'le degree. Admitting
minorities and poverty stud- :o higher education

i is of little use unless they havt -easonable chance
of graduating. The "revolving door" college is a cynical
idea, suggesting that we admit high-risk students only_ for
their money, after which they go back out the door they
so recently used for entrance.

4ational1y, a little less than half of the entering students
in foul-7year bachelors degree programs graduate in four
years. If you give them six years, the percentage goes up
to_ about (0%. And about 70% graduate frorn some insti-
tution before seven years_is up. But given the fact that
almost half of U.S. students in higher education are part-
time; and almost half are over 25 (and it may be the same
half!) we may have to rethink what is meant by "normal
progress toward the degree.," Certainly within Califor-
nia's Community Colleges,_"normalprogress" has a very
different meaning than within the University of_California.

Because most top-flight institutions like U.C. are more
selective, they have a higher percentage of students who
graduate "on time" than the U.S. average. But U.C. is
not much higher: _60% graduate within five years, 10%
more graduate from U.C. later, and another 10% graduate
from some other college or universitythe overall per-
formance is about at the national average; Given the selec-
tivii.y of the University, one can wonder about the quality
of the record, (One answer comes from the Insfitutional
Functioning Inventory data on Berkeley--Concern for
Undergraduate Learning-7-U.L.was about as low as
one could find. Faculty do not get promoted because a
high percentage of their undergraduates graduate.)
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The State University is below the U.C. standards tor
retention to graduation:only 29% graduate within five years;
and another 11-14% may graduate later. This puts the
State University below (tic national average in retention
to graduation.

Key to the Master Plan's strategy was the transfer func-
tion--late bloomers- who started at State University
could transfer to their rightful place at the University of
California, and most important, thousands of rough dia-
monds-entering the community colleges would be able to
move up through the institutional levels to their rightful
place at _the State University or University of California.
The truth is that the number of highly able students in the
community colleges who are capable of such transfers has
declined to less than one quarter of the enrollment, at
least on certain measures. However, given the diversity
in the state's popnlation, this figure may simply represent
a new level ;:if cultural disadvantage which will have to be
remedied before the Community Colleges and State Uni-
versity can become the -feeder- originanyintended.

We are readyto come full circle-,-THEREISISIGWAY
IN WHICH THE HIGHER EDILCATION SYSTEM IN
CALIFORNIA CAN OPERATE INDEPENDENTLY OF
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. With great ethnic and eco-
nomic diversity, the largest classes in the nation, and a
decade of declining achievement scores, the schools rep-

resent the well from which_ higher education must drink.
This is as true in Iowa as in California. Although Senate
Bill 813 represents some heroic efforts on the part of
California's leadership to remedy these problems. it will be
some years before these improvements can be systemat-
ically relied upon to increase the quality of the entry pool
into California higher education.

In addition; employers in California should now be able
to see that the quality of their entering workforce will
be affected by the success of the entire California
educational systemthe colleges and universities

cannot be expected to play "catch-up"_ if public school
achievement levels are falling. (Indeed, during the decade
during which SAT scores on high school graduates were
falling, GRE scores on -collegv graduates were falling at
least as fast.) Improving higher education while ignoring
public schools is now clearly an impossible task---_-they
are indeed all one system. Recent_reports like Excellence
for Whom? by the California Achievement Council point
out that tracking in the very early grades of school creates
a self-fulfilling prophecy, especially for poor and minority
students. It is difficult for later grades to provide flexibility
across these tracks. especially for the junior high years,
and especially for poor and minority children.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
There is at least partial truth to Richard Armour's bit of
verse:

Leap with joy; be blithe and gay,
Or weep my friends with sorrow;
What California is todaY,
The rest will be tomorrow.

Our earlier analysis of the state's general charatteriSties
siiggeSts that California's future willbeunusually depth=
dent upbri the ability of the state's educational system to
deVelbP the trained and flexible workforce needed for the
diversity of 'businesses that rcpresent_the state's major
ece :.)mic advantage. In addition, California's future cit-
izens represent a vast diversity of background§ and val-
ues; and they will need to be assimilated into the State aS
citizens an (!. voters as well as_workers, a job well done ih
the PaSt y California's educational system._

There haS_ been a decade or more of "deferred-mainte-
nance" on California education. A leaky; neglected roof
will let water in, a neglected educational system allows
human beings to leak out. Far too many young people:will
lead diminished lives in California, not betati§e of a lack
of talent and skill, but because the educational Systerh iS
not responsive ta them and allows them to "leak" intro
poverty and unemployment. Because there_is:no safety
net under the schools, youth can be consigned to a life of
inadequacy and dependency because of deferred mainte-
nance.

Some encouraging developments in ihelast several years
suggest that improvement can happen. But the improve-
ments are to some extent piecemeal. Here ate a feW tee-
ommendations that might be. useful:

1. There needs to be established an independent body
that would be responsible for monitoring the entire edu-
cational system in California. Pat Callan's Director's Report
of the Postsecondary Educanon Commission is a good
step in this direction.

2, The educational level most in need_of improvement
i§ Clearly one We have neglected in this reportpre-school.
The biggest "bang for the bucIC in terms of educational
improveinefitS at lOW cost in the U.S. ts undoubtedly Head
Start. With increaing_diverSIty coming in the California
population, every California four-year-old should have a
positive educational experience, mostly through day-care
programs that are educational in nature, and through state-
generated programs like Head Start to take_ care_of the
veey large numoer of eligible children for whom there are
no federalfunds._

3._ The jUnior high school is an area in which lots of
children begin to "leak but" of the system, Serious state
attention needs to be given to the junior high school in
California.

4. Information about requireinentS fOr college entrance
is given too late,_and too selectively. It seems not to be
followed up by proper:counselling in the secondary §choolS.
Many young people are not going _to college because of
lack of information about what is needed. This is the
cheapest way of increasing college students:

S. If the transfer fUnction is truly Valued by the state;
then the state will have tO prOVide the re$ources to make
it happen, and happen successfUlly. The Community Col-
leges; and to a lesser degree the State UniVertities, have
not been given the tools to do the job._The diversity within
the state suggests that major provisions need to_be made
for "late bloomers": and for those who overcome cultural
barriers to become high PerfOrthing students_.

6. The budget allocation process in Sacramento needs
to reflect this sense that there iS a single educational Sys-
tem at work, even though funded in SegmentS. An edu-
cation "Czar" is_ clearly not the solution. Edgier cOM-
munication between the:segments, better data Oh the -entire
educational system; more joint hearings, some personnel
With cross-cutting responsibilities might be a good first
step, even within a segmented budgeting process. _Gub-
ernatorial and legislative leadership can make this happen:

7. It would be wonderful if there Were aneasy way:to
reduce_ the size of classes in CalifOrnia'S public schools.
Unfortunately, no such easy rOute eXists. DiVerSity by
race and class will increaseiin California public schbOlS,
making smaller classes even more Nital in the future.
Attracting excellent teachers to the schools willnot work
if the odds are stacked against them once they get there.
In most surveys, salaries are not as vital as control over
working conditions; and flit. MoSt good teachers, the major
"working condition" prOblem is size and diversity of
classes. The_issue_seems to haVe little public ViSibility in
California as an educational _crisis,_ which it surely is.
Public awareness mightibe a good start. TO reduee Cali=
fornia public school class size to the national average
would require an investment of heroic proportions; prob-
ably outside the capability of_the state's resources. Class
size has slowly crept up in California during the decade
of neglect. "Deferred maintenance" ddeS coine home to
roost.

Although these problemsare difficult, the oddS dearly
favor a future in California :If increasing economic stabil-
ity and growth;:along with the potential for increasing the
fulfillment of the individual citizens who_ represent the
state's most important futureresource. If in a decade; the
middle-class populatibn Of California is proportionately
black, Hispanic, and ASian=American, _then the state's
future is assured, as these groups will be a majority of
California's citizens in a few short years. The education
system can make it happen.
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CALIFORNIA SUMMARY OF MAJOR POINTS

1. The state is largest in population, and has the most diverse population, both
in ethnic background and throug1 immigration-15% of Californians were
born in another country. The state's economy is equally diverse, allowing it
to ride through economic fluctuations that would swamp many other states.

2. The state also has very high IT :es of major crime, divorce, abortion and
venereal disease.

3. Many children in California are born "at risk"into poverty, into homes in
which no English is spoken, into life with a physical or emotional handicap,
into homes without two caring parents.

4. A majority of Californians will be black, Asian-American, Native American
and Hispanic shortly after the year 2020. Non-Latino Caucasians are already
a minority of elementary school students in California.

5. By 1990; California public schools will increase by half a million students,
many of them "at risk." The State will have to work harder just to "stay
even" in terms of educational quality.

6. Public school quality, as measured by achievement test scores, has dropped
during more than a decade, as have most measures of school funding. Although
retention measures are not perfect, California ranks about 40th in retaining its
youth population to the level of high school graduation.

7. The quality of California higher education cannot be much higher than the
quality of California public schools. The decade of public school neglect is
finally catching up with California higher education.

8. Educational reforms of 1982-83, like Senate Bill 813, will begin to address
these problems, but major change in the system will take a decade to appear.
(Improving the senior year of high school leaves eleven crucial years of edu-
cational development untouched.)

9. The three levels of California higher education (community college, state
university, University of California) are not currently functioning to increase
the participation of minority groups in higher education, particularly in terms
of the transfer function from one level to the next.

10. The State needs- to pay much more attention to the entire educational system
in the State, and how each level affects the others. Particularly important are
pre-school and junior high, as well as the transfer function in higher education.
The budgeting process in Sacramento should reflect these system-wide targets.

11. Dealing with California's current teacher shortage will be easier and cheaper
than attempting to reduce the size of classes, which are thc nation's largest.
Given the ethnic and cultural diversity of California's youth, the state should
have the smallest classes in the nation if equity were to be achieved.

12. It is time for California's business, political, educational and civic leadership
to begin looking at California's total educational system, the people served
and the results attained. Little is known about the educational system as a
whole. The time to find out is clearly now.
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